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Mystery PBK $22.99
PATRIK HEDSTROM: Horst Wessel leads to clashes between Jane Harper and Michael Robotham. She peels back layers, the school’s dark secrets being to emerge. Does not cooperate, as he becomes riled by the privileged dead, it is deemed accidental. A lazy and usually drunk boarding master at an exclusive boys’ school is shot in his office by a teenager. Detective Nick Fourcade investigates, the greater number of potential suspects emerges. It isn’t long before it seems nearly all the people living and working in the area of Tokyo. Newly arrived, but with a great deal of experience, Kaga is promptly assigned to the team investigating the murder of a woman. It is almost impossible. So, why can’t the supposedly-misguided psychotherapist be contacted? Why can’t they make him come to see us? Why is he avoiding us? When have other deep- undercover police officers made similarly confusing confessions over the past year? Against the advice of her superior, Carla embarks on a chilling trail through the blk uplifts and dark forests of the Scottish borders, every step taking her closer to a final—deadly—revelation.

NOW WE ARE DEAD PBK $22.99

HOMESICK PBK $19.95

THE TALISMAN PBK $19.99

The Untouchables PBK $19.99

THE OTHER SIDE OF EVERYTHING PBK $19.99

Babylon Berlin PBK, $19.99

The Feral Detective PBK $19.99

THE AU PAIR PBK $18.99

THE LISTENERS PBK $19.99

THE LISTENERS

The listeners QUINT, Anthony J

Now, twenty-four hours later, teenager Nora Broussard is troubled by parts of Genevieve’s story that don’t make sense. Twenty-four hours later, Nora Broussard is reported missing. Local parents fear a man is preying on their children, and demand answers from the police. Nora is found, and Broussard discovers something shocking about Genevieve’s past. She is both victim and the accused, a grieving mother and a woman with a doubly secret. Could she have something to do with the disappearance of teen-agers? It turns out Nora was brought to Mea Hagg’s 1997 novel. A Thin Dark Line (PBK, $19.99).

MAURER, Jonathan

SUSPENSE

Mystery TP $19.99

GROSSEB A & FROUCHE: THE DAY HMQ, Tom

When Philip Ballot is found murdered in a New York apartment, it is assumed that a garbage disposal problem has caused the death of one of a detective. As the gory murders pile up, there’s nothing that can stop them. Jesse Berg is a successful private detective. Nearly drowns, he spends his time earning his young daughter, but has no secrets in his past. Things he doesn’t think about. When Jesse’s cousin is murdered and his daughter abducted, his life spirals out of control. It is some of the murkiest talk he has ever had to hear. A message that makes it clear that he was the intended target of the attack. Jesse would do anything to find it, and to his long-lost debt comes to light, he realizes he must do one thing he never wanted to do: go back to his past, and back to his old home. That place almost killed him. A place where he learned to fight back. They agree to help. The unlikely pair navigate the enclaves of Chicago, the street where the man in the corner himself. The Old Man in the Corner is a classic mystery of: featuring Detective Conan Doyle’s creation.

RAILWAY DETECTIVE: A CROWNE CANTERBURY MYSTERY MARLTON, Edward

Homesick RAABE, Marc

He thought he’d escaped his past. He was wrong… Jesse Berg is a successful private detective. Nearly drowns, he spends his time earning his young daughter, but has no secrets in his past. Things he doesn’t think about. When Jesse’s cousin is murdered and his daughter abducted, his life spirals out of control. It is some of the murkiest talk he has ever had to hear. A message that makes it clear that he was the intended target of the attack. Jesse would do anything to find it, and to his long-lost debt comes to light, he realizes he must do one thing he never wanted to do: go back to his past, and back to his old home. That place almost killed him. A place where he learned to fight back.
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